
VSPLAT:  a small protoype detector constructed from VLAND

Purpose:   Do R&D, setup useful infrastructure,
                 practice some techniques, 
                 and, at the same time, try to do a little physics,

     all for a reasonably low cost,
                 and on a short timescale.

R&D that would be useful:
  Tube property tests to understand charge/time resolution
  Purifying Gd.

Infrastructure that would be useful:
  The phototube test stand
  Analysis code that is re-useable for reactor experiment

''Practice'' that would be useful
  Cleaning the equipment
  Installing acrylic balloon

Janet Conrad, Aug. 11



Physics that would be useful:

Compare our Monte Carlo for cosmic-ray induced spallation
background to real data.

for the θW

measurement

for the θ13

measurement



VLAND:  Very Large Area Neutron Detector
(Under construction for use in identifying 
smuggled radioactive material)

Tank

Tube 
Support

Tubes
(which 
will face
inward)

Richard Van De Water
(Other VLAND people who would like to
work on VSPLAT are:
Gordon McGregor, Heather Ray)

Tank will be filled with scintillator oil.   A Gd -doped oil in an  acrylic 
balloon is located at side-face nearest truck for enhanced neutron capture.



VSPLAT  Detector:



Trigger on incoming cosmic



VSPLAT  Detector: Open window to look for energy
from beta and neutrons



idea under development by Heather Ray, LANL + others

At an intermediate stage, when the detector has 100 tubes,

Run a positronium experiment  (VoPs)

This is presented with apologies to Heather.
She is out of town and so I have guessed on some details.

orthopostronium  (↑↑), aka o-Ps,  decays to 3 γ's

Therefore it has a relatively long lifetime (142 ns)

The long lifetime + pure QED interaction makes it an attractive
system in which to search for New Physics

                                         o-Ps →  zero γ



Use a hermetic detector with 
good resolution to 
identify the photons..

... Like the upgraded VLAND

The positronium source:
22Na →  22Ne + γ (1.27 MeV) + e+ + n
(but sometimes EC producing γ and no e+)

Some e+ just annihilate (2g), but many will stop and capture 
Most is p-Ps (↑↓)  →2γ   ~10% will be o-Ps

Paul Vetter, LBL,
has ideas for an
improved source



The source is embedded
in scintillator which is 
optically isolated from the
tank

Beta
signal
goes up
wave
guide

1.27 MeV γ
plus annihilation γ
exit and are seen
in tank

Need to study whether
acrylic balloon surrounded
by inactive oil buffer is
needed for the measurement
(presently assuming it is not)



There is no doubt VoPs is a hard experiment.
Need to improve on present limit:   Br(invisible) < 10−6

But the physics is really neat.
There is no competing experiment out there.
It meshes well with the upgrades for VSPLAT.
It serves the same purpose in pushing R&D, infrastructure, etc.

So I think this is worth pursuing further to see if it can work.

Trigger on beta-signal + 1.27 MeV in tank
Open a 3 µs window
Count 0, 2 and 3 photon events that follow.

An excess of 0-photon events is a signal.



Need to run at about 300 to 450 mwe because...
1) That's where we want to verify the MC
2) The trigger rate may be too high at higher depths

(we should investigate because a measure at 100 mew
might be useful to other experiments)

3) VoPS probably needs depth too.

Possible locations (who pointed them out):

  Levinworth Dam: 100mwe, Lab exists   (Joe F.)
  Los Alamos: site of Omega reactor?   (G. Garvey)

                     storage tunnels for 1st nuclear arms?  (B. Louis)
  Hoover Dam: 300 mwe, Is there still a room?  (D. Hahn)
  Sno Mine:   Various depths available? (S. Biller, J. Klein)
  Quarry in IL:  300 mwe, needs  negotiation (C. Laughton)
  Soudan Mine:  Parks Service Room at 12th level = 300mwe

                           (J. Conrad)



Estimated Cost of Upgrades:

*(name) means
I need some help
and this may be 
the right person
to ask....

These are the in-kind
contributions from LANL

Aside from equipment, LANL is offering a working DAQ,
electronics maintenance and some logistical support.



The plan is to put in a proposal to NSF...
About $230k over 2 or 3 years...

Talked to Dick Boyd, who suggested 2 possibilities:

Response to standard call for proposals (Sept 29)
MRI  (January)

pros:
''protected'' money
<800k is competed only in PHY
more time to write a better proposal

cons:
no money before June
without the positronium search, the physics 

may not be exciting enough
(MRI's are typically not for R&D)

Either way, I think we need about $100k in matching funds.



Proposed schedule is really driven by:
When VLAND tests are complete
Delivery of $$ over 2 or 3 years (could be mitigated by

      forward funding)

DRAFT!!!



I've ciculated a draft of the proposal

So far, the group consists of LANL & Columbia.
LANL will contibute in-kind & w/ logistics
Columbia would like to buy & test phototubes.

Would you like to join?
Possible contributions:
Oil testing and purification
Gd purification
Logistics of interior (acrylic balloon, cleaning)
Writing code
Project management


